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Phenomenon 
Public Life withm Cjty ^ c k ^ 
Tai Wai Elevat 
Around 80% of Christian churches in Hong Kong inhabit the flats of 
the building blocks. Most of them are elevated on upper floor of the 
city fabric. 
Like the situations of other public amenities such as kindergartens 
and community centers, they are Highly substituted 
within the interstitial urban spaces which are 
private. Injection of Public life within city block. 
Within the high density of the fabric, what is the meaning of 
Public"ness"? where are the public places? 
Phenomenon 
Interwoven of functions within City block 
MongKok District 
The generic nature of the old tenement houses (mostly rectangular) seems 
to have the capacitiy to accommodate the public and commercial activities. 
But due to the high density of the fabric, the activities are interwoven so 
much that they are barely visible by the pedestrians (even there are 
signs for guidance). The vertical circulation of each lot, as the only way of 
movement, making the aCCeSS unSUre for the people whether they 
are going the right way up to their destinations. 
The box (old tenement house) somehow sets the limits for the design 
intervention. 
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Phenomenon 
Relationship between Adjacent Buildings 
Mongkok District 
Maximizing the foot print coverage of each lot is the norm of HK developers. The buildings are connected by party walls with 
Repetitive vertical circulations which only takes up spaces, making the creation of public places near the residents 
even more impossible. 
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Publrc Places and the Residertce 
Tap 购雇 Erevated Churches 
The public spaces in the district are scattered and Separated 
from the residence. 
A resyftoffynctronp Segregation as the design dffsdpfinfes m 
urbanism and architecture', once you need to do something, you 
need to travel to a specific point. This greatfy restricts our iMrtg 
pamms. 
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PUBLIC PLACES IN TAI WAI 
Phenomenon 
Segregation of Functions 
Recent developments 
Segregations of functions seem to be the norm for architectural design 
and urban planning nowadays. Gigantic residential cruciforms，always 
sitting on the podium, with the commercial center on the ground. 
The need for public places, (e.g. graduation ceremonies, government 
policy promoting activities etc.) starts to search for spaces in commercial 
centers where there are usually large atriums and open spaces. 
Commercial centers start to take up the role providing 
public space though they are quite privatized. 
Segaration still exists. 
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Theory Research Study 
Inclusiveness 
Ideas of Robert Venturi & Rem Koolhaas 
"Complexity must be the Result of the program at least rather than the will of the author. The complex building creates a 
Vivid whole despite its variety. “ 〈complexity and contradiction in Architecture〉，by Robert Venturi 
"...the Mixture of order and disorder which this single image represents are the essential conditions of the city." 
< Beyond Delirious > ， b y Rem Koolhaas 
Life p a t t e r n s are becoming increasingly D y n a m i c . Living, working, recreation and even spiritual sanctuary are blended. 
Conf ron ta t iona l d e s i g n methods instead of problematic autonomy should be a more appropraite attitude. 
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As the framework for the perception of City 
block in Hong Kong: 
External Prominent expression of 
Public form (Landmark) 
+ 
Internal conditions of Public space 
(nodes) defined within the block. 
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Theory Research Study 
Landmark and Node 
Analogy to Hong Kong Phenomenon 
"Landmarks, the point references considered to be External to the observer, 
"...The use of landmarks involve the Singling out of one element from a host of 
possibilities... 
"Nodes are points, the strategic spots in a city into which an observer can Enter, 
nodes may be simply Concentrations, which gain their importance from being the 
condensation of some use or physical character..." 
"-.their influence radiates and of which they stand as a symbol." 
<The Image of the City> Kevin Lynch 
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Theory Research Study 
Churches within City Block 
Model of demonstration for the hypothesis 
Church has a fine quality of identity and integrity in its own term. The spiritual and symbolic properties provide a rich 
and strong definition for spatiality in terms of architecture. Churches, like other public amenities, act as model of 
the hypothesis for the demonstration for the Injection of Public Places within City Block. 
Analogy of sacred (public place) and profane (commercial and residential etc.). 
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Theory Research Study 
Prominence 
Las Vegas Strip, Roman Church and Hong Kong Church 
1) Power of Icon 
“ The graphic sign in space has become the 
architecture of this landscape." 
“They make verbal and symbolic connections 
through space..." 
"Symbol dominates space. Architecture is not 
enough. Because the spatial relationships are made by 
symbols more than by forms" 
〈Learning from Las vegas>, by Robert Venturi 
LAS VEGAS STRIP 
SERIAL VISTAS PILGRIM'S 
Theory Research Study 
Prominence (Cont'd) 
Las Vegas Strip, Roman Church and Hong Kong Church 
2) Urban Significance 
As a public space for gathering and worship, a church should be urbanistically significant in the district to create a sense of Identity and 
gravity. 
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Theory Research Study 
PUBLIC'NESS" 
Roman Church and Hong Kong Church 
1) Church Nature 
"Nolli's map of Rome of the mid-eighteenth century reveals the 
sensitivie and complex connections between public and private 
space. Private building is shown in gray hatching which is carved into 
by the public spaces, exterior and interior. Interiors of C h u r c h e s 
read like piazzas... 
GATE TO CHURCH DN 
N D L L I ' S MAP OF ROME 
Theory Research Study 
PUBLICNESS" 
Roman Church and Hong Kong Church 
2) Accessibility 
Piazzas are usually at the front of Roman churches as a buffer 
for the gathering of congregation. 
The vertical circulation for the lots in HK are private in nature, 
contradicting to the public access to the church. 
PIAZZA DEL HONG K 
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»Precedent Studies 
prepared by Chow Wai Ho, Chris ,s03321220 
Instructed by Prof. Leng Woo 。 
Plan of All Souls Church. Nearly half of the mass belongs to the round portico. 
The church was set in a way to continue the curvature at the turning point of the Port-
land place and Regent Street, catching the attention of the people traveling the street, 
and at the same time, the 45 degrees turning of the setting out of the church cre-
ates a diagonal gesture for an open space to be formed at the opposite street of Lang-
ham Place. 
The church became the focal point of that region. Despite the small size of the church, 
its setting out for vistas and the intention to create open space in front greatly enhance 
the monumentality of the church, which is still preserving its monumental quality nowa-
days. 
View at the corner behind the church 
Precedent Studies 1 
Power of Icon 
All Souls' Church, London, by John Nash, 1823 
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talyst for the Transformation of 
Precedent Studies 1 (Cont'd) 
Church as a ca 
Diagonal and outward 
church setting to create 
9n open space opposite to 
Langham Place. 
The church became the 
focus of the open space, 
a node for gathering and 
circulation. 
Filling up Langham Place 
resulted a bottle-neck 
condition. Portland Place 
became the only open 
space left. 
•^ew building at the south 
of church set back to cre-
a new open space 
following the filling up of 
Portland Place. 
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Precedent Studies 2 
Monumentality by Relativity 
St Peter's Church next to CitiCorp Center, New York 
CitiCorp Center 
St. Peter's 
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Precedent Studies 2 (Cont'd) 
Ground Permeability; 
Elevated Building Bottom 
^tower of 914 feet high, with offices, an urban 
church and a low rise structure of shops with 
I如dscaped courtyard, is located at the corner 
of the grid system in New York City. The tower 
is set back from the street and elevated 114 
feet above the rock-like church. The tower is 
supported by 4 large piers located at the mid 
Point of each face of the tower, leaving the 
corners with another scale of space for the 
church and the gathering place for the people 
h this tightly packed city. The St Peter's 
church, which is tiny compared to the adjacent 
skyscrapers, becomes monumental at the 
corner of the street space created by the lifting 
Up of the office tower. It is an important spiritual 
Sanctuary in the pragmatic city and serves 
as a public amenity for Jazz performances 
in the evening. The act of relativity between 
large and small, solid and void creates a 





Axonomotetric (Ground condition) 
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St. Simon Church, Goreme, Turkey 
Precedent Studies 3 
Analogy- Churches within Building Block 
Cave Churches in Cappadocia, Turkey 
The perception of solid rock to be building 
block, the carved void to be the churches? 
A re-interpretation for modern HK 
phenomenon: 
injection of Public life within private blocks. 
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Precedent Studies 3 
Life within the “Landscape Fabric" 
Cave Churches in Cappadocia, Turkey 
A place for Habitation and 
Worship. 
The rock hills were carved by 
hermits to create cave churches 
since the 1st century to meditate 
towards God. The geometry is 
extemporaneous with rooms for 
different functions in mult i- level 
within the rock. 
Second floor: 
Wng room with deep windows for lighting. 
First floor 
Small Praying room with 3 niches. 
Ground floor 
A shaft to the upper floor and a church 
proper for worship. M
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Precedent Studies 3 
Analogy- Churches within Building Block 
Cave Churches in Cappadocia, Turkey 
The perception of Sol id rock to be building 
block, the carved Void to be the churches? 
A re-interpretation for modern HK 
phenomenon: 
Injection of Public life within private 
blocks. 
St. Simon Church, Goreme, Turkey 
10 m 
Activities Pockets Residents and church 

Sponge concept for the 
transformation of the 
monumental building block 
into a porous building via a 
series of programmes. 
Main entrances, View 
corridors and Terraces form 
the 5 main openings for the 
mass. 
Vertical dynamic voids 
moving up the section create 
social rooms, circulations 
and "lungs，’ for natural light 
and ventilation. 
Precedent Studies 4 
Porosity 
MIT Undergraduate Residence, Cambridge, USA, by Steven Holl 
Interface between Horizontal and Vertical Voids 
Precedent Studies 4 
Indoor Urban Street 
MIT Undergraduate Residence, Cambridge, USA 
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Precedent Studies 5 
Dissolving Boundaries between Programs 
Stata Center, MIT Cambridge, USA, by Frank Gehry 
This center is composed of computer labs and student recreation facilities. They are 
broken down into individual parts, each expressing itself with distinctive 
materials and forms. 
They are scattered and connected with meandering path to create a casual sense of 
circulation. A medieval way of design for connecting programs. The open spaces 
generated, both vertical and horizontal, produces "SOCial rOOITIS" for human 
contact. 
I— 
SeCTJON A-  
Section AA-Horizontal (red) and Vertical (blue dot) Social Voids 
Conceptual Analysis Sketch 
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Amphitheatre leading to Terraces 
Precedent Studies 5 
Vertical Social Rooms 
Stata Center, MIT Cambridge, USA, by Frank Gehry 
The vertical voids visually connect the different program spaces 
together. 
The interplay of enclosure and exposure of spaces 
between the buildings' facades create a sense of 
Publicness for social gathering. 
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Precedent Studies 5 
Horizontal Social Void 
Stata Center, MIT Cambridge, USA, by Frank Gehry 
The "Student Street" physically connects the rooms together, the 
organic path dissolves the boundaries between them, creates a sense 
of anticipation along the journey and encourages social gathering in the 
Nodes. 
Skylit Indoor Street 
Connection 
to outside 
Nodes along street 
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Precedent Studies 6 
Micro一Town within Building 
Caja general Headquarters in Granda, Spain, by Alberto Campo Baeza 
A great semi-cubic box is built of reinforced concrete of 3x3x3 meters. 
The 8-storey-high interior courtyard is created to collect skylight, 
bringing nature to indoor. A void of micro-town-scale is formed between 
building/s. 
Ambiguity results as the indoor void expands. 
Courtyard or Piazza? Building or buildings? 




Thesis Project I - Urbanization 
Public Forms and Spaces in the Dense Urban Fabric; 
-Elevated Churches in Tai Wai 
»Design Interventions 
Prepared by Chow Wai Ho, Chris，s03321220 
Instructed by Prof. Leng Woo 
Design Interventions 
Ground Floor Permeability -Elevating the buildings 
Bottom Block Surface 
»Buildling base to be the space definer for creating public spaces; encourage 
a multi-directional and casual circulation. 
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Exoskeleton and Endoskeleton 
Carving Spaces 
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» Carving of Blocks to 







Brea ing Down Building Bloc s 
Exter al Block Surface 
»Bunding surfaces defining a pilgrim's path and piazzas open for public. 
Design Interventions i < ？ 
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Design Interventions,、 ,、 
Prototypes o f F^ubli^Forms 
Whole Block Consideratian 
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Design Interventions 
Prototypes o Public Forms 
Der e from Pro rammat 
^Typical Elevated Church: 
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Elevating Building 
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>Medieval Town Planning 
-Meandering path 
(Sense of Anticipation) 
-Pocket spaces 
>Carving of Blocks 
-Gontinuous envelope 
defining public and 
private, ambiguity of 
spaces 
mml 1 m 
> Insert Public 
Forms with 







> Internal Street 
> Intimate pocket space 
> Elevated Public spaces 
Architecture CUHK 
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Public Places 〖n Dense Urban Fabric: 
-Insertion of 2nd Floor Churches within Housing in Tai Wai 
Prepared by Chow Wai Ho, Chris ,s03321220 
Instructed by Prof. Leng Woo 
Public Places in Dense Urban Fabric: 
Insertion of 2nd Floor Churches within Housing in Tai Wai 
Prepared by Chow Wai Ho，Chris ,s03321220 
Phenomenon 
The thesis starts from the observation of Elevated ChurcheS in the 
housing fabric of the city. The highly substitution of churches, considered 
to be public in nature, within the private urban interstitial spaces evokes 
the investigation of Confrontational design strategy (a sense 
of inclusiveness or blending of conflicting programs in a building) against 
traditional problematic autonomy and separation. 
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Objectives 
A250m(l) X 25m(w) tenement housing complex, which is housing 4 elevated churches recently, is selected as the site for the hypothetic 
demonstration of designing public places within private housing. 4 churches with strategic conditions: apex, between, embedded and 
corner , are inserted within the housing units and the interface, i.e. public places, becomes the focus of study. 
The injection of public lives on the upper level of the city fabric, in the form of Elevated urban Street is expected to be an alternative to 
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Design Concept 
Public church spaces and private living spaces are perceived as Solid-void relationship. The Carving out of mass from residential spaces 
for the churches becomes an operation towards the design intervention. 
2 approaches are adapted for the study of the dynamics between churches and housing: 
1) Churches and their paths as the initiator of housing design. 
2) Housing unit as armature for the definition of church space. 
Void & Path armature Church & path armature "Solid" church 




























Enhance Ground Floor Permeability 
The existing 5-storey-high tenement houses, situated at the interface between the recent cruciforms and village houses, play a role as the 
transition between them. It provides potential for the creation of inter-link paths on the ground to connect these 2 different communities. 
The paths are carved out from the ground floor shops in a medieval gesture, creating a sense of anticipation by sealing the vanishing 
points during the pilgrimage, preparing pilgrims' spirituality when accessing to the sacred space on the second floor. 
Sculptural staircases of different geometrical expressions shaped according to the ground floor circulation flow are designed to lead 






Elevated Urban Street 
The 4 elevated churches are connected by a path sharing with the residential units. Different typologies of residential units are designed 
responding to each particular church. Slots are created between units to allow light and ventilation as well as vertical circulation. 
Public places around the churches allow the extension of church space to encourage communal interactions. 
Church D (Corner) 
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Church C (Embedded) 
Tennacles as Communal Interface 
Tennacles as servant spaces, multi-function rooms or light funnels collecting sunlight from outside are expressed for each generic ge-
ometry of the church, pocket spaces for tennants' gathering and interaction are created when collides with the residential units. 
3/F Plan .""4" 
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Vertical Public Spaces 
The profile of each church varies, creating roof garden, sloped platform and sculptural garden as public places shared by the tennents， 
encouraging the interaction between the church and the community. 
Vertical voids，as the semi indoor public places within the housing fabric, encourage communal interactions with the tenants vertically. 
Sloped amphi-theatre 
In-Outside Sculptural Garden 
'n 'er 'ce 
Roof Platform 
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Prominence of Church 
Protrusions，facade proportions, opening treatments etc. distinguish the church from the residential units in a rather subtle gesture, main-
taining a homogeneous expression. 
Vertical slits with fins and deep windows 
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l ight funnel (SE light) 
off ic^.(overiooklng KCR station) 
Church A (Apex) 
Combinations of openings setting at different occasions allow the overlapping usage of space (orthogonally) for different occasion (e.g. 
when church is in worship service, or used as communal activity space) to increase flexibility as well as efficiency for space to be shared 
between church and residents. 
Protrusion of light funnels for different sun angle and admininstration spaces overlooking the main street allow the expression of its 
church prominence in the housing fabric. 
procession church 丨 l ight funnel (NE light) 
2/F plan (Church Level)— ‘ 3/F plan 
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Church B (Between) 
Extension of church congregation space to the double volume piazza creates another public places of different proportion and orienta-
tion related to the ritual needs. 
Atriums overlooking the indoor urban street are created by carving out mass from the church on 2 ends, allowing ambiguity of public 
spaces shared with the residents. 
Horizontal slits of the church proper overlooking the only landscape view remained. 
2/F plan (Church Level) 3 /F plan I~~1_r 
church roof as sculptural garden 
3/F plan 
I 
2/F plan (Church Level) 
Church C (Embedded) 
This is the church without envelope, defined by residential units. Colonnades are designed to allow physical permeability into the 
church, yet, enclosing the church visually when viewed in an oblique angle. 
Light funnel pointing to the sky allowing spot light to enter to illuminate the fully embedded church. 
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Church D (Corner) 
Overlooking the main circulation flow beneath, the corner church has dual thresholds for pilgrims to experience the procession from 
outside to inside for the whole pilgrimage journey. 
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Perspectives 
View from KCR to Church A 
View to portico of Church I 
Perspectives 2 
View from undergrouncl pi^g^fl f t to Church D 


Cloister, Church C 
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Atrium (Church D) 
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